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1899 
Produced Japan’s 1st alarm clock

1968
Introduced the world's 1st 
quartz wall clock for home use

1983
Introduced Pyramid Talk,
the talking clock
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Introduced Seiko Emblem
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Introduced Seiko Emotional Collection

2013
Introduced the world's 1st

Satellite  Radio Wave Clock, 
Seiko Space Link
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Introduced the world's 1st
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Perpetuity

1988
Introduced the 

Melodies in Motion Clock

1976
Introduced the world's
1st quartz alarm clock

1953
Broadcasted Japan's

1st TV Commercial

1892
Seikosha Clock Factory founded;
started production of wall clocks
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NEW
QXA759KLH

Dimensions: 20 x 1.2
SRP: $119 
This sophisticated 
modern wall clock 
brings a clean style to 
any space. It features 
a round black iron 
colored frame, a 
striking black face with 
gold accents and a 
glass front.

Wall Clocks

QXA759BLH
Dimensions: 20 x 1.2
SRP: $119 
This sophisticated 
modern wall clock brings 
a clean style to any 
space. It features a round 
metallic brown frame, 
aluminum numerals and                   
a glass front. 

QXA760GLH
Dimensions: 16 x 1.8
SRP: $95 
This modern wall clock 
brings an elegant, 
minimal style to any 
space. It features a 
gold metallic frame, 
glass front, with a 
white marble effect 
face and gold hour 
markers. Customers will 
love the quiet sweep         
second hand.

QXA760PLH
Dimensions: 16 x 1.8
SRP: $95 
This modern wall clock 
brings an elegant, 
minimal style to any 
space. It features a rose 
gold metallic frame, 
glass front, with a black 
marble effect face 
and rose gold hour 
markers. Customers will 
love the quiet sweep          
second hand.
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QXA764KLH
Dimensions: 24 x 1.3
SRP: $139
This eye-catching 
farmhouse style 
clock will certainly 
add elegance to your 
home or office. The 
3-D numerals are 
complimented by an 
antique gun-metal 
finish and antique    
gold hands. 

QXA765BLH
Dimensions: 13 x 1.1
SRP: $80
This minimal, ultra-
modern wall clock 
brings a curated style 
to any space. It features 
a brown MDF ash 
veneer with easy-to-
read 3-D hour markers.
 

QXA765WLH
Dimensions: 13 x 1.1
SRP: $80
This minimal, ultra-
modern wall clock 
brings a curated style to 
any space. It features a 
white MDF oak veneer 
with easy-to-read 3-D 
hour markers

WALL COLLECTION  |  3
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QXA563KLH
Dimensions: 20 x 1.8
SRP: $100 
This simple, ultra-
modern wall clock 
brings simplistic style 
to any space. It features 
a round black frame 
with easy-to-read   
black details.

QXA563SLH
Dimensions: 20 x 1.8
SRP: $100 
This simple, ultra-
modern wall clock 
brings simplistic style 
to any space. It features 
a round silver frame 
with easy-to-read   
black details.

QXA616BLH
Dimensions: 12.7 x 1.7
SRP: $60 
This round wall clock 
brings warmth and 
sophistication to the 
home or office space. 
Classically designed, it 
features a brown case 
with a wooden grain 
finish, a glass front, 
and a quiet sweep        
second hand. 

QXA014SLH
Dimensions: 12 x 1.5
SRP: $45 
This simple, ultra-
modern wall clock 
brings simplistic style 
to any space. It features 
a round silver frame 
with easy-to-read   
black details.

QXA020SLH
Dimensions: 14 x 1.5
SRP: $50 
This simple, ultra-
modern wall clock 
brings simplistic style 
to any space. It features 
a round silver frame 
with easy-to-read black 
details and a quiet 
sweep second hand.

QXA041SLH
Dimensions: 15.7 x 1.5
SRP: $60 
This simple, ultra-
modern wall clock 
brings simplistic style 
to any space. It features 
a round silver frame 
with easy-to-read black 
details. Customers 
love the quiet sweep         
second hand.
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QXA417SLH
Dimensions: 12.2 x 1.7
SRP: $45
This simple, ultra-
modern wall clock 
brings simplistic style 
to any space. It features 
a round shiny silver 
frame with easy-to-read 
black details.

QXA417GLH
Dimensions: 12.2 x 1.7
SRP: $45
This simple, ultra-
modern wall clock 
brings simplistic style 
to any space. It features 
a round shiny gold  
frame with easy-to-read 
black details.

QXA598BLH
Dimensions: 16 x 1.9
SRP: $85
This round wall clock 
brings warmth and 
sophistication to the 
home or office space. 
Classically designed, it 
features a brown case 
with a wooden grain 
finish, glass, and a quiet 
sweep second hand. 

QXA598ALH
Dimensions: 16 x 1.9
SRP: $85
This round wall clock 
brings warmth and 
sophistication to the 
home or office space. 
Classically designed, it 
features a brown case 
with a wooden grain 
finish,  glass, and a quiet 
sweep second hand. 

NEW NEW
NEW

NEW
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QXA696KLH
Dimensions: 13.7 x 1.7
SRP: $95
This clock is sporty 
and sophisticated. 
Beyond telling time 
it shows accurate 
temperature. The black 
case encloses racing       
style numbers.

QXA727KLH
Dimensions: 12.2 x 1.5
SRP: $60
This clock is exactly as 
it looks, cool. It features 
a sporty orange second 
hand that sweeps 
quietly over the bold 
dial that is marked with 
bright white, easy-to-
read numerals. Add this 
clock to any space and 
it will pop.

QXA711SLH
Dimensions: 12.2 x 1.7
SRP: $60
A tasteful design, this 
wall clock is crafted 
with a metal dial and 
quiet sweep second 
hand. The silver case 
and high contrast 
numerals allow for 
easy readability across          
a room. 

QXA727SLH
Dimensions: 12.2 x 1.5
SRP: $60
This clock is exactly as 
it looks, cool. It features 
a sporty yellow second 
hand that sweeps 
quietly over the bold 
blue dial that is marked 
with bright white, easy-
to-read numerals. Add 
this clock to any space 
and it will pop.

QXA723ALH
Dimensions: 13.7 x 2.2
SRP: $100
This simple, ultra-
modern wall clock 
brings simplistic style 
to any space. It features 
a round silver frame 
with Lumibrite indexes 
and hands. 

QXA597ALH
Dimensions: 11 X  1.5
SRP: $50
This round wall clock 
brings warmth and 
sophistication to the 
home as well as office 
space. Classically 
designed, it features 
a brown case with a 
wooden grain finish, 
glass, and a quiet sweep 
second hand. 
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QXA137SLH
Dimensions: 11.7 x 1.5
SRP: $35
Stylish timekeeping. 
With a brushed silver  
frame, this round wall 
clock pops with a white 
face and black details. 
Ideal for your home 
kitchen, office,  or 
classroom.

QXA435SLH
Dimensions: 10.2 x 1.5
SRP: $50
The contemporary, 
stylish wall clock has a 
brushed silver  frame, 
a black dial with glow-
in-the-dark hands, 
numerals, and hour 
markers. Ideal for your 
home kitchen, office,  
or classroom.

QXA314WLH
Dimensions: 12.5 x 1.5
SRP: $50
Combining simplicity 
and functionality, this 
clock blends into any 
style of décor. With a 
plastic case, white dial 
with black hands and 
numerals, it features 
quartz movement, 
and a quiet sweep      
second hand.

QXA520KLH
Dimensions: 11 x 1.5
SRP: $50
Combining simplicity 
and functionality, this 
clock blends into any 
style of décor. With a 
sturdy case, it features 
quartz movement, a 
plastic front, and a 
quiet sweep second 
hand. It has a white 
dial with black hands       
and numerals.

QXA330SLH
Dimensions: 12.2 x 12.2 x 1.5
SRP: $60
Our best selling elegant 
square wall clock.  A favorite 
for all home decor styles! 
Translucent border frame 
with a curved glass crystal so 
it blends with any wall color 
or background, beautifully 
seamless.

QXA520WLH
Dimensions: 11 x 1.5
SRP: $50
Combining simplicity 
and functionality, this 
clock blends into any 
style of décor. With a 
sturdy case, it features 
quartz movement, a 
plastic glass, and a 
quiet sweep second 
hand. It has a white 
dial with black hands       
and numerals.
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QXA521JLH
Dimensions: 11.5 x 1.7
SRP: $60
This simple, ultra-
modern wall clock 
brings simplistic style to 
any space. It features a 
round black frame with 
easy-to-read, luminous                  
white markers.

QXA129BLH
Dimensions: 13 x 1.5 
SRP: $75
This round wall clock 
brings warmth and 
sophistication to the 
home as well as office 
space. Classically 
designed, it features 
a brown case with 
wooden grain finish, 
glass front, and a quiet 
sweep second hand. 

QXA521KLH
Dimensions: 11.7 x 1.7
SRP: $50
Versatile with a simple 
design this clock blends 
into any style of décor. 
It features a metallic 
case, plastic glass, 
quartz movement, and 
a quiet sweep second 
hand. The hands are 
luminous in light and 
especially in the dark.

QXA612KLH
Dimensions: 12 x 2
SRP: $65
The sleek wall clock is a 
functional accent piece 
for the home or office. It 
features an all-black case 
crafted from durable 
plastic, a shimmering 
black metallic dial, white 
minute and hour hands, 
and yellow quiet-sweep 
second hand. 

QHR020WLH
Dimensions: 10.2 x 6.7 x 1
SRP: $80
Featuring a twelve- or 
twenty-four-hour time 
display as well as automatic 
calendar. Its global 
R-Wave, thermometer, and 
hygrometer help you keep 
track of the weather. This 
clock has a stand for desk 
placement.
R-Wave: Clock receives 
radio signals from an atomic 
clock for extremely accurate 
time. Includes beep alarm         
and snooze.

QHR131SLH
Dimensions: 12.2 x 1.7
SRP: $80
This clock has a sleek 
design and modern black 
finish that makes it versatile 
for any space. Using atomic 
precision for the most 
accurate timekeeping, 
you can be sure your time 
is always right, and with 
its large, contemporary 
numbers, it is easy to read.
R-Wave: Clock receives 
radio signals from an 
atomic clock for extremely 
accurate time. 
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QXA522BLH
Dimensions: 11.5 x 2
SRP: $55
This classic wall-
mounted clock has 
a round wooden 
frame, easy-to-read 
numbers, a white clock 
face and a precise                  
quartz movement.

QXA469BLH
Dimensions: 13 x 2
SRP: $95
This square clock 
is designed to suit 
your contemporary 
or traditional home. 
Finely crafted with a 
warm brown wooden 
frame and cream dial, 
this wall clock features 
easy-read numerals 
in black and precise           
quartz movement. 

QXA102BC
Dimensions: 12 x 1
SRP: $75
This octagonal solid 
oak wall clock is an 
attractive addition to 
any home. Constructed 
of a light brown 
wooden case, it 
features a gold tone 
bezel and is protected 
by a curved glass. 
The white dial is easy 
to read with black 
numbers and  hands.

QXC111SLH
Dimensions: 23.2 x 8.2 x 2.5
SRP: $100
A stylish clock that is sure to 
go with any contemporary 
styled room. The black 
finished wood contrasts 
beautifully with the silver 
bezel and pendulum. The 
crisp white dial features 
black details for an engaging 
minimalist impression. This 
clock promises to make a 
stunning update to any room 
in your home.

QXA538KLH
Dimensions: 23.5 x 33.5 x 2.2
SRP: $395
For the Global Business 
Connoisseur! Quite a 
statement for your personal 
office, business entry or 
customer service zone.
Incredible large world clock 
-- you decide which cities/
countries and time zones to 
show, from 32 preprinted 
name plaques + 1 blank to 
customize. 
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NEW
QXH008BLH

Dimensions: 12 x 25 x 5
SRP: $350
This mahogany solid 
wooden clock will 
add a distinctive air to 
your favorite space. It 
features a Westminster/
Whittington chime on 
the hour and quarter 
hour with a convenient 
nighttime chime silencer 
and volume control.

QXH046BLH
Dimensions: 10.5 x 18.5 x 3.25
SRP: $225
Classic mid-century modern. 
Add a touch of elegance to 
your home or office with this 
pendulum wall clock with 
silver-tone accents. It features 
a Westminster/Whittington 
chime on the hour and quarter 
hour with a convenient 
nighttime chime silence and 
volume control.

QXH030BLH
Dimensions: 10 x 21 x 4
SRP: $275
Add a touch of 
traditional elegance 
to your home with this 
pendulum wall clock with 
gold-tone accents. It 
features a Westminster/
Whittington chime, 
volume control, and 
nighttime silencer.

QXH057BLH
Dimensions: 12 x 23 x 5
SRP: $225
Minimalist and modern.  
This special wall clock 
with a circular design 
and sleek pendulum is 
uniquely beautiful. It 
features a Westminster/
Whittington chime on 
the hour and quarter 
hour with a convenient 
nighttime chime silence 
and volume control.

QXH039BLH
Dimensions: 11 x 22 x 4.5
SRP: $275
Add a touch of traditional 
elegance to your home 
with this pendulum wall 
clock with gold-tone 
accents. It features a 
Westminster/Whittington 
chime, volume control, 
and nighttime silencer.

1 0   |   WALL CHIME COLLECTION
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QXH202BLH
Dimensions: 12 x 2.4
SRP: $120
This 12" round wall 
clock brings warmth and 
sophistication to the home 
as well as office space. 
Classically designed, it 
features a brown case with 
a wooden grain finish, 
dual chime, quarter hour 
chime, hourly chime, 
automatic chime silencer 
and volume control.

QXH066BLH
Dimensions: 12 x 22 x 5
SRP: $350
Add a touch of 
traditional elegance 
to your home with 
this pendulum wall 
clock with gold-tone 
accents. It features 
a Westminster/
Whittington chime, 
volume control, and 
nighttime silencer.

QXH202ZLH
Dimensions: 12 x 2.4
SRP: $120
This 12" round wall 
clock brings warmth and 
sophistication to the home 
as well as office space. 
Classically designed, it 
features a brown case with 
a wooden grain finish, 
dual chime, quarter hour 
chime, hourly chime, 
automatic chime silencer                     
and volume control.

QXH068BLH
Dimensions: 11 x 22 x 4.5
SRP: $185
Classic mid-century 
modern.  This pendulum 
wall clock adds modern 
sophistication to any 
space. It features a dark 
brown wooden case with 
silver accents and a sleek 
pendulum. It chimes ever 
quarter-hour with hourly 
strikes and has adjustable 
volume that can be 
silenced during the night.
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QXH004BLH
Dimensions: 28 x 12.5 x 6
SRP: $375
This wall clock has a dark brown 
solid oak case and hand-rubbed 
finish. The brass-finished 
pendulum and center of dial 
have an intricate vine pattern. 
The dial has applied numerals 
with solid brass accents. 
It features a Westminster/
Whittington chime on every 
quarter hour and strikes on 
the hour. There is an option for 
automatic night shut-off and 
volume control. 

QXH069BLH
Dimensions: 22.7 x 12.2 x 5
SRP: $350
Add a touch of traditional 
elegance to your home 
with this pendulum wall 
clock with gold-tone 
accents. It features a 
Westminster/Whittington 
chime, volume control, and 
nighttime silencer.

QXH045BLH
Dimensions: 25.2 x 12.5 x 5.2
SRP: $325
With its subtle mission-style 
design, this wall clock will 
make a stately addition to 
your traditional home. Crafted 
in a warm brown wood with 
a gold-tone pendulum, 
it features Westminster/
Whittington quarter-hour 
chimes and hourly strikes, 
nighttime chime silencer, and 
volume control. Its cream dial 
features black details behind 
a glass lens.

QXH071BLH
Dimensions: 25.5 x 9.5 x 4.5
SRP: $350
This classic wooden wall 
clock houses an analog 
clock on top and swinging 
pendulum in the lower 
portion. That clock has 
a gold-tone center to 
complement the pendulum. 
It chimes every quarter-hour 
and hour, but no worries it 
won't wake from your sleep. 
It has a nighttime silence 
option and volume control.

QXH067BLH
Dimensions: 22.7 x 9.7 x 4.2
SRP: $350
Add a touch of traditional 
elegance to your home with 
this pendulum wall clock 
with gold-tone accents 
and detailed wooden 
carvings. It features a 
Westminster/Whittington 
chime, volume control, and            
nighttime silencer.

QXH102BC
Dimensions: 21 x 13 x 4
SRP: $255
This classic dark brown 
oak schoolhouse wall 
clock has an octagon-
shaped face with Roman 
numerals, curved 
glass face, etched-like 
pendulum glass, and 
a shiny pendulum. It 
features a Westminster/
Whittington quarter-
hour and hourly chime 
strikes with volume 
control and a nighttime 
chime silencer.

*All dimensions shown in inches.
Size of clocks are in approximate proportion to each other on each page.



QXH107BLH
Dimensions: 28.2 x 11.5 x 4.7
SRP: $275
This regal solid oak wall 
clock with intricate wooden 
carvings and golden details 
will upgrade your home. It 
also has columns on each 
side and brass-like accents. 
This clock features a beautiful 
Westminster/Whittington 
quarter-hour and hourly 
chime strikes with volume 
control as well as a nighttime 
chime silencer.

QXH110BLH
Dimensions: 21.2 x 12.7 x 3.7
SRP: $185
This oak schoolhouse wall 
clock has an octagon-shaped 
face with Roman numerals, 
curved glass face, etched 
pendulum glass, and a 
shiny pendulum. It features 
a beautiful Westminster/
Whittington quarter-hour 
and hourly chime strikes with 
volume control as well as a 
nighttime chime silencer.

QXH118BLH
Dimensions: 27 x 11.7 x 5.2
SRP: $295
This alder wooden clock 
will add a distinctive air to 
your favorite space. It is a 
very beautiful, rich-looking 
clock made of solid wood 
with a striking pendulum. 
It features a Westminster/
Whittington chime on the 
hour and quarter hour with 
a nighttime chime silencer 
as well as volume control.
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Bedside Alarm Clock

QHE083SLH
Dimensions: 2.2 x 2.2 x 1.2
SRP: $25
This alarm clock has a 
compact, light-weight, 
functional design with a 
silver face plate and a black 
dial. The Arabic numbers 
and hands are luminous 
(get up and glow feature) 
and will stay visible for a 
short time after the lights 
are turned out.

QHE083WLH
Dimensions: 2.2 x 2.2 x 1.2
SRP: $25
This alarm clock has a 
compact, light-weight, 
functional design with a 
white face plate and white 
dial. The Arabic numbers 
and markers on the hands 
are luminous (get up and 
glow feature) and will stay 
visible for a short time after 
the lights are turned out.

QHE084KLH
Dimensions: 3.2 x 3 x 1.7
SRP: $25
Stay on schedule with this 
alarm clock. It features 
a black case with plastic 
cover. The clock features a 
beep alarm, quiet-sweep 
second hand that eliminates 
ticking, and a get up and 
glow dial light illuminates 
the face.

QHE084SLH
Dimensions: 3.2 x 3 x 1.7
SRP: $25
Stay on schedule with this 
alarm clock. It features 
a black case with plastic 
cover. The clock features a 
beep alarm, quiet-sweep 
second hand that eliminates 
ticking, and a get up and 
glow dial light illuminates 
the face.

QHE117SLH
Dimensions: 4.7 x 4.7 x 2.7
SRP: $40
Wake up on time with this 
alarm clock. It features a 
silver case with a plastic 
cover. The beep alarm 
comes complete with 
a snooze function, the 
quiet-sweep second hand 
eliminates ticking, and a 
get up and glow dial light 
illuminates the face. 

QHE132SLH
Dimensions: 4 x 3.7 x 2
SRP: $50
This alarm clock is 
the perfect touch to 
your bedside table, 
ensuring you wake up 
in style. It has a silver-
tone plastic case. The 
beep alarm comes with 
a snooze function as 
well as a quiet-sweep 
second hand that 
eliminates ticking.

*All dimensions shown in inches.
Size of clocks are in approximate proportion to each other on each page.
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QHE143ALH
Dimensions: 4.7 x 4.5 x 2.7
SRP: $70
Wake up with this ultimate 
alarm clock. Easily set the 
time with the dial on the 
front. It has a light sensor 
that recognizes when the 
room is dark activating a 
small LED, emitting a soft 
glow. It also has a quiet 
sweep second and can be 
easily silenced with the 
snooze button.

QHE143JLH
Dimensions: 4.7 x 4.5 x 2.7
SRP: $70
Wake up with this ultimate 
alarm clock. Easily set the 
time with the dial on the 
front. It has a light sensor 
that recognizes when the 
room is dark activating a 
small LED, emitting a soft 
glow. It also has a quiet 
sweep second and can be 
easily silenced with the 
snooze button.

QHE146GLH
Dimensions: 3.5 x 3.5 x 1.7
SRP: $27.50
Rise and shine with this 
compact alarm clock. This 
modern classic features a 
plastic case and metallic 
gold trim. It includes a quiet 
sweep second hand, beep 
alarm with snooze, dial 
light, and luminous hands.

QHE146SLH
Dimensions: 3.5 x 3.5 x 1.7
SRP: $27.50
Rise and shine with this 
compact alarm clock. This 
modern classic features a 
plastic case and metallic 
silver trim. It includes 
a quiet sweep second 
hand, beep alarm with 
snooze, dial light, and           
luminous hands.

QHK023SLH
Dimensions: 3.5 x 3.5 x 1.7
SRP: $35
This alarm clock features 
a silver case with a plastic 
cover. The bell alarm comes 
complete with a snooze 
function, the quiet-sweep 
second hand eliminates 
ticking. The Arabic numbers 
and hands are luminous 
(get up and glow feature), 
and will stay visible for a 
short time after the lights 
are turned out.

QHK031SLH
Dimensions: 5.2 x 5.2 x 3.5
SRP: $45
This alarm clock comes with 
a bell alarm and a snooze 
function,and a quiet-sweep 
second hand. The Arabic 
numbers and hands are 
luminous (get up and glow 
feature) and will stay visible 
for a short time after the 
lights are turned out. A 
switch on the front allows 
you to chose a traditional 
beep or a loud bell alarm.
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QHL068KLH
Dimensions: 3.5 x 5 x 2.2
SRP: $40
Wake up to style and 
the day’s most pertinent 
information with this 
handy alarm clock. It has 
a black case with silver 
plastic frame and an easy-
to-read digital display 
that features a calendar, 
thermometer, and dial 
light. There are dual beep 
alarms with automatic stop                
and snooze.

*All dimensions shown in inches.
Size of clocks are in approximate proportion to each other on each page.

QHK051LLH
Dimensions: 7.2 x 5.5 x 2.7
SRP: $40
This vintage alarm clock has 
dual bells on top and feet 
on the bottom. On the dial, 
Arabic numerals clearly 
mark the hours and is 
equipped with a backlight 
so you can still read the 
time in low-light settings. 
Not ready to get up yet? 
Just hit snooze.

QHK051RLH
Dimensions: 7.2 x 5.5 x 2.7
SRP: $40
This vintage alarm clock has 
dual bells on top and feet 
on the bottom. On the dial, 
Arabic numerals clearly 
mark the hours and is 
equipped with a backlight 
so you can still read the 
time in low-light settings. 
Not ready to get up yet? 
Just hit snooze.



NEW

QXG150PLH
Dimensions: 5 x 3
SRP: $90
This elegant, small clock 
will perfectly compliment 
your desk or table. A 
rose gold aluminum and 
wooden case, surrounds 
a clean white face 
contrasted by black hour 
and minute hands and a 
rose gold seconds hand. A 
sophisticated reminder of 
your good taste.

QXG150SLH
Dimensions: 5 x 3
SRP: $90
This elegant, small clock 
will perfectly compliment 
your desk or table. A silver 
aluminum and wooden 
case, surrounds a clean 
white face contrasted by 
black hour and minute 
hands and a silver seconds 
hand. A sophisticated 
reminder of your            
good taste.
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QHE109GLH
Dimensions: 4.2 x 3 x 2
SRP: $75
This smaller profile 
carriage-style alarm 
clock with a pivoting 
handle is a find. It is 
heavy and features a 
white face with Roman 
numerals.
Perfect for anniversary 
or employee incentive 
gift to name a few.

QHG106GLH
Dimensions: 5 x 4 x 2.5
SRP: $130
A world time function 
and birds-eye globe 
view give this clock 
style. Dress up any 
tabletop with the gold-
tone clock. It has a 
round black and gold-
tone map dial with 
gold-tone hands and 
black Arabic numerals. 
The world time bezel 
features twenty-four 
time zones.

QHL062YLH
Dimensions: 5 x 4 x 2.5
SRP: $42.50
For sports enthusiasts, 
here is a unique alarm 
clock inspired by a 
track and field timer. 
This is a replica of 
Seiko's professional 
timer in matte yellow. 
This alarm clock offers 
a countdown timer, 
alarm with snooze 
function, calendar, and 
dial light.

QHE163SLH
Dimensions: 5 x 4.7 x 1.7
SRP: $125
Thinking of adding a 
modern touch to your 
office? Look no further. 
This elegant clock 
features an ebony dial 
that strikes a dramatic 
contrast against the 
frame's brushed silver 
look and also features an 
alarm.

QHG102GL
Dimensions: 7 x 4.7 x 2
SRP: $125
Just like every good 
song, every good table 
needs a brass section. 
Take your table to the 
next level with this 
carriage clock. This 
lovely table clock 
features a beautiful 
brass base and glass-
covered face. 
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QXE026BLH
Dimensions: 5 x 6.5 x 2
SRP: $75
Traditional and 
elegant, this handsome 
clock with wooden 
accents and carvings 
also includes an 
alarm feature for               
extra functionality. 

QXG147BLH
Dimensions: 8 x 8 x 4
SRP: $150
The classically elegant 
carriage clock with a dark 
brown wooden finish and 
glass face makes a striking 
addition to any room in your 
home or office.

QXJ004BLH
Dimensions: 16.2 x 11.7 x 6.75 
SRP: $325
Where elegance meets 
detail. This carriage clock has 
been meticulously crafted 
with wooden carvings, metal 
accents, an ornamental dial, 
a brass handle. It also has 
volume control, 3D numerals, 
chime and nightime silencer. 
Wherever this clock is placed it 
will make  a statement.

QXJ012BLH
Dimensions: 8.5 x 8 x 3.7
SRP: $150
Intricately designed, this 
clock features a handsome 
brown wooden case, 
and white dial behind a 
glass cover. It features a 
Westminster/Whittington 
quarter-hour chime and 
hourly strikes. So you can 
sleep well, it also offers a 
nighttime chime silencer.
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Mantel Clocks

QHN006GLH
Dimensions: 9.2 x 6.2
SRP: $95
This clock has a 
luxurious gold-tone 
silhouette and a 
quartz movement 
mechanism. It has a 
rotating pendulum and 
a dome shaped glass 
casing that reflects     
exquisite taste.

QXJ114BLH
Dimensions: 15 x 9.5 x 5.2
SRP: $285
This dark brown, solid 
oak carriage style clock 
with glass and brass-like 
tone accents is a lovely 
addition to any space. 
It has a Westminster/
Whittington quarterly 
hour chime and easy 
volume control, with a 
nightime silencer.

QXJ008BLH
Dimensions: 8 x 15.7 x 3
SRP: $130
Add a touch of 
traditional elegance 
to your home with 
this mantel clock with 
a dark brown solid 
oak tambour case. It 
features a Westminster/
Whittington quarter 
chime, hourly strike, 
volume control, and 
nighttime silencer.

QXJ030BLH
Dimensions: 7.5 x 7.2 x 4
SRP: $175
Stay on top of your 
schedule with this 
clock. It has a dark 
brown wooden case 
with brilliant golden 
highlights and hourly 
and quarter-hour 
chimes. So you can 
sleep well, it offers a   
nighttime silencer. 

*All dimensions shown in inches.
Size of clocks are in approximate proportion to each other on each page.



QXQ013BLH
Dimensions: 13.7 x 8.5 x 4.7
SRP: $215
This clock has a dark 
brown solid wooden alder 
case and glass cover. It 
has a polished cylindrical 
pendulum that silently 
swings back and forth. 
Westminster/Whittington 
quarter-hour chime and 
hourly strikes with a 
volume control and an 
automatic nighttime chime         
silence switch. 

QXQ008BLH
Dimensions: 13 x 9.2 x 4.2
SRP: $285
Antique, hand-rubbed 
medium-brown alder 
wooden case with carved 
details, gold leaf accents, 
an ornate metal dial, 
with filigree vine pattern, 
applied numerals and an 
ornate brass-like pendulum. 
It has a Westminster/
Whittington quarterly 
hour chime and easy 
volume control, with a          
nightime silencer.
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QXQ029BLH
Dimensions: 13 x 9.2 x 4.7
SRP: $225
This mantel clock adds 
elegance to any space. It 
features a wooden case 
in a medium-brown finish 
with detailed carvings. 
It has a glass cover on 
a door that opens to a 
golden pendulum. It has a 
Westminster/Whittington 
quarterly hour chime and 
easy volume control, with a          
nightime silencer.

QXQ033BLH
Dimensions: 12 x 8.2 x 4.2
SRP: $225
This clock features a 
cherry finish with light 
brass-like accents, a dark 
burl wooden dial, and 
matching burlwooden 
panel behind the cylindrical 
swinging pendulum. It has 
a Westminster/Whittington 
quarterly hour chime and 
easy volume control, with a          
nightime silencer.



QXQ035BLH
Dimensions: 15.2 x 6.7 x 4.2
SRP: $225
This classic pendulum clock 
has a beautiful wooden 
finish, swinging pendulum, 
and an analog clock. The 
clock features Roman 
numeral hour markers and 
a gold-tone center to match 
the pendulum. It also has a 
Westminster/Whittington 
quarterly hour chime and 
easy volume control, with a          
nightime silencer.

QXQ027KLH
Dimensions: 12.2 x 8.5 x 4.2 
SRP: $235
From its curved shape to its 
slightly distressed black finish, 
this mantel clock is more than 
just a timepiece - it’s an artful 
addition to any mantel or 
table. With a case crafted of 
oak veneers and engineered 
wooden solids, this clock 
features a glass cover and 
metal pendulum. It has a 
Westminster/Whittington 
quarterly hour chime and 
easy volume control, with a          
nightime silencer.

QXQ034BLH
Dimensions: 12.2 x 9.7 x 4.7
SRP: $225
The classic design of this 
clock adds elegance to any 
space. The medium-brown 
wooden case complements 
any decor, and the glass 
cover on a door opens 
to a pendulum with a 
gleaming gold finish. It has 
a Westminster/Whittington 
quarterly hour chime and 
easy volume control, with a          
nightime silencer.
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QXW243BLH
Dimensions: 7.7 x 7.5 x 4.2 
SRP: $195
This handsome desk clock 
features elegant oak carvings 
in a dark brown finish. The 
traditional roman numerals 
and intricate hands are 
protected by glass etched-
like in gold. Choose from 
eighteen pre-programmed 
finest quality sound melodies 
and chimes. Additional 
features include a light 
sensor, volume control, and      
precise movement.

QXW245BLH
Dimensions: 7.5 x 7.2 x 3.5 
SRP: $185
This desk clock features a 
simple yet sophisticated 
case made of alder wooden 
and maple veneers in a 
dark brown finish with an 
easy-read face and sleek 
hands behind the glass 
front. This clock features 
eighteen classic melodies 
and chimes as well as a 
light sensor, volume control, 
and precise movement.

QXW239BLH
Dimensions: 7 x 9.7 x 3.5
SRP: $185
This clock features a dark 
brown wooden case covered 
with a glass face and twelve 
finest quality sound melodies 
(Christmas as well as classical) 
or a Westminster chime that 
you can select from the easy-
to-use control panel. A light 
sensor and volume control 
allow you to control the 
melodies with ease. 
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QXM265BRH
Dimensions: 18.2 x 15.7 x 3.4
SRP: $350
This clock brings golden 
French horns to life. On the 
hour, the dial opens to reveal 
a turning decorative wheel 
with Swarovski crystals and 
plays one of six finest quality 
sound melodies plus an 
opening and ending melody. 
It has a metallic silver case, a 
demonstration button, and 
volume control. This clock 
is enclosed in glass, the 
pendulum features bright 
colorful crystals, and an        
off/on switch. QXM289BRH

Dimensions: 18.2 x 15.7 x 3.2
SRP: $285
This clock brings musical 
motifs to life. On the hour, 
moving figurines begin to 
play as well as the inner 
dial with trumpets turns, 
and the rotating pendulum 
moves with the music. This 
happens while twelve finest 
quality sound melodies 
play. It has a brown case 
with gold accents, colorful, 
a demonstration button, 
and volume control. This 
clock is enclosed in glass, 
the pendulum features 
Swarovski crystals, and an 
off/on switch.

QXM297BRH
Dimensions: 20.7 x 15.3 x 4.6
SRP: $575
This clock brings dancing 
fairy designs to life. On 
the hour, the dial opens to 
reveal a hidden flower, one 
of the twelve finest quality 
sound melodies play plus 
an opening and ending 
melody, and the pendulum 
turns. This clock features a 
brown burled pattern case, 
fourteen colorful sparkling 
LED lights with a light sensor, 
a demonstration button, and 
volume control. It is enclosed 
in glass, has a pendulum 
with Swarovski crystals, and 
an easy to use, on/off switch.

*All dimensions shown in inches.
Size of clocks are in approximate proportion to each other on each page.
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QXM333BRH
Dimensions: 16.2 x 16.7 x 5
SRP: $400
This clock brings musical 
motifs to life. On the 
hour, the dial opens and 
plays one of twelve finest 
quality sound melodies. 
It has a brown case with 
golden accents, twenty 
colorful sparkling LED 
lights with a light sensor, a 
demonstration button, and 
volume control. This clock 
is enclosed in glass, the 
pendulum features bright 
colorful crystals, and an off/
on switch.

QXM350GRH
Dimensions: 17.4 x 15.9 x 3.8
SRP: $350
This clock brings a skyline 
and starry night to life. On 
the hour, the dial opens to 
reveal a turning decorative 
wheel with Swarovski 
crystals and plays one of 
eighteen finest quality sound 
melodies plus an opening 
and ending melody.  It has 
a metallic golden case, 
a demonstration button, 
and volume control. This 
clock is enclosed in glass, 
the pendulum features 
Swarovski crystals, and an 
off/on switch.

QXM340BRH
Dimensions: 18.7 x 17.2 x 4.2
SRP: $525
This clock brings music 
notes and motifs to life.  On 
the hour, the dial opens 
and turns, playing one of 
eighteen finest quality sound 
melodies plus an opening 
and ending melody. It has 
a brown wooden case, a 
demonstration button, 
and volume control. This 
clock is enclosed in glass, 
the pendulum features 
Swarovski crystals, and an 
off/on switch.  

NEW NEW

NEW
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QXM356BRH
Dimensions: 17.4 x 15.9 x 3.8
SRP: $350
This clock brings a golden 
night to life. On the hour, the 
dial opens to reveal a turning 
decorative wheel and plays 
one of eighteen finest quality 
sound melodies plus an 
opening and ending melody. 
It has a brown case with gold 
accents, a demonstration 
button, and volume control. 
This clock is enclosed in 
glass, the pendulum features 
Swarovski crystals, and an off/
on switch.  

QXM370PRH
Dimensions: 16.3 x 15.1 x 2.9
SRP: $225
This clock twinkle and magic of 
a bright star. Features a turning 
decorative wheel. On the hour, 
the dial opens and plays one 
of twelve finest quality sound 
melodies or Westminister 
chimes. It has a pearl-colored 
case, a demonstration button, 
and volume control. This 
clock is enclosed in glass, the 
pendulum features Swarovski 
crystals, and an off/on switch.  

QXM378BRH
Dimensions: 15.3 x 3.7
SRP: $195
This round clock brings a night 
at a castle to life. On the hour, 
the dial opens and turns, and 
plays one of eighteen finest 
quality sound melodies plus an 
opening and ending melody. 
It has brown case with gold 
accents, a demonstration 
button, and volume control. 
This clock is enclosed in 
glass, the pendulum features 
bright colorful crystals, and an        
off/on switch.

QXM357BRH
Dimensions: 16.3 x 15.1 x 2.9
SRP: $225
This clock brings a warm 
summer night to life. Features 
a turning decorative wheel. 
On the hour, the dial opens 
and plays one of twelve finest 
quality sound melodies or 
Westminister chimes. It has a 
brown case, a demonstration 
button, and volume control. 
This clock is enclosed in 
glass, the pendulum features 
Swarovski crystals, and an off/
on switch.  

QXM360BRH
Dimensions: 18.5 x 17.2 x 4.2
SRP: $525
This clock captures the 
essence of blooming flower. 
On the hour, the dial opens 
to reveal a turning decorative 
wheel with pink flowers and 
plays one of eighteen finest 
quality sound melodies plus an 
opening and ending melody. 
It has a brown wooden case, 
a demonstration button, and 
volume control. This clock 
is enclosed in glass, the 
pendulum features Swarovski 
crystals, and an off/on switch.

*All dimensions shown in inches.
Size of clocks are in approximate proportion to each other on each page.
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QXM275BRH
Dimensions: 21 x 15.2 x 4.5
SRP: $675
This clock brings the dancing 
fairy motifs to life. On the hour, 
the dial opens to reveal a turning 
decorative wheel enveloped with 
fairies and plays one of twelve 
finest quality sound melodies 
including Christmas songs, plus 
an opening and ending melody. 
This clock features a brown burled 
pattern case, a demonstration 
button, and volume control. It is 
enclosed in glass, has a pendulum 
with Swarovski crystals, and an 
easy to use, on/off switch.  

QXM362BRH
Dimensions: 17.5 x 16 x 3.7
SRP: $365
This clock brings the nighttime 
city skyline design to life. On the 
hour, the dial opens to reveal a 
turning decorative wheel with 
Swarovski crystals and plays 
one of eighteen finest quality 
sound melodies. Metallic brown 
case, a demonstration button, 
and volume control. This clock 
is enclosed in glass, the rotating 
pendulum features Swarovski 
crystals, and an off/on switch.

QXM368BRH
Dimensions: 18.7 x 17.2 x 4.2
SRP: $575
This clock brings gold French 
horns to life. On the hour, 
the dial opens to reveal two 
turning decorative wheels 
with French horns and plays 
one of eighteen finest quality 
sound melodies plus an 
opening melody. Brown case, 
a demonstration button, and 
volume control. This clock 
is enclosed in glass, the 
pendulum features Swarovski 
crystals, and an  off/on switch. 

QXM366SRH
Dimensions: 17.5 x 16 x 3.7
SRP: $365
This clock brings musical 
motifs to life. On the hour, 
the dial opens to reveal a 
turning decorative musical 
wheel and plays one of 
eighteen finest quality 
sound melodies plus 
an opening and ending 
melody. It has a grey case, a 
demonstration button, and 
volume control. This clock 
is enclosed in glass, the 
rotating pendulum features 
Swarovski crystals, and an 
off/on switch.

QXM367BLH
Dimensions: 15.3 x 3.7
SRP: $350
This clock is elegant with 
a dual tone pendulum 
and romantic accents. 
It plays eighteen finest 
quality sound melodies 
and Westminister chimes. 
It has a brown wooden 
case with an artistic inlay 
pattern, and volume 
control. This clock is 
enclosed in glass and has 
an off/on switch.

QXM239SRH
Dimensions: 18.2 x 16.5 x 4.2
SRP: $550
This clock brings the magic 
of a starry night to life. On 
the hour, the dial opens to 
reveal a turning decorative 
wheel and plays one of 
six finest quality sound 
melodies plus an opening 
and ending melody. It has 
a metallic silver case, a 
demonstration button, and 
volume control. Enclosed in 
glass, the pendulum features 
Swarovski crystals, and an                   
off/on switch.
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QXM373BLH
Dimensions: 17 x 12.2 x 5
SRP: $285
On the hour, the pendulum 
turns and plays one of 
eighteen finest quality 
sound melodies and 
Westminister chimes. It has 
a brown woodencase, a 
demonstration button, and 
volume control. This clock 
is enclosed in glass, the 
pendulum features bright 
colorful crystals, and an 
off/on switch.

QXM375SRH
Dimensions: 16.5 x 15.2 x 2.7
SRP: $195
This clock brings the magic 
of shooting stars to life. 
Features a turning decorative 
wheel. On the hour, the 
dial opens and plays one of 
eighteen finest quality sound 
melodies or Westminister 
chimes.. It has a brown case, 
a demonstration button, 
and volume control. This 
clock is enclosed in glass, 
the pendulum features 
Swarovski crystals, and an                   
off/on switch.

QXM371BRH
Dimensions: 17.5 x 16 x 3.7
SRP: $365
This clock brings the sight 
of a beautiful castle in the 
distance to life. On the hour, 
the glittery pendulum swings 
and plays one of eighteen 
finest quality sound melodies 
and Westminister chimes plus 
an opening melody. It has a 
brown case, a demonstration 
button, and volume control. 
This clock is enclosed in 
glass, the pendulum features 
Swarovski crystals, and an   
off/on switch.

QXM376BRH
Dimensions: 18.7 x 17.2 x 4.2
SRP: $525
This clock brings the magic 
of a bright, starry night to 
life. On the hour, the dial 
opens and plays one of 
eighteen finest quality sound 
melodies or Westminister 
chimes plus an opening 
melody. Brown wooden case, 
a demonstration button, and 
volume control. This clock 
is enclosed in glass, the 
pendulum features Swarovski 
crystals, and an off/on switch.

QXM379SRH
Dimensions: 17.5 x 16 x 3.7
SRP: $365
This clock brings a glittering 
starry night to life. On the 
hour, the dial opens and 
plays one of eighteen finest 
quality sound melodies or 
Westminister chimes plus 
an opening melody. It has 
a metallic silver case, a 
demonstration button, and 
volume control. This clock 
is enclosed in glass, the 
pendulum features Swarovski 
crystals, and an off/on switch.

*All dimensions shown in inches.
Size of clocks are in approximate proportion to each other on each page.



Travel Clock

QHT011ALH
Dimensions: 3 x 2.7 x 1
SRP: $27.50
This handsome silver-
tone travel alarm clock 
is perfect for travel. It 
has a folding stand for 
ease of use, dial light 
and automatic beep 
alarm with snooze. 
Luminous hands on 
the black dial allows 
you to see the time in           
the dark.
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At first glance, Seiko and The Coca-Cola Company could not seem more different. But if you take a closer look, you'll 
find two timeless classics that are rooted in a rich history, strong virtues and positive outlooks.
A shared history.
At exactly the same time as Kintaro Hattori was planning to open his Seikosha factory and to create his first ever wall 
clock, Doc Pemberton in Atlanta, Georgia created a drink that would soon sweep the world.
A shared commitment to doing things right, worldwide. Both Seiko and Coca-Cola see the world as one and work hard 
to serve the communities that sustain us and to protect the environment on which our futures depend.
A shared love of sport.
Ever since it became the first ever sponsor of the Olympic Games, Coca-Cola has been associated with the Olympic 
Games continuously since 1928, longer than any other corpo rate supporter. Seiko, too, is committed to the growth of 
sport and the positive values that it represents.
When we discovered these synergies and similarities, it felt very right that they should be celebrated in a collection of 
clocks that express them.



QHK905RLH
Dimensions: 3 x 4.5 x 2
SRP: $40
This vintage Coca-
Cola bell alarm clock 
adds a retro feel to 
any space. On the 
dial, Arabic numerals 
clearly mark the hours 
and is equipped with 
a backlight so you can 
still read the time in 
low-light settings. Not 
ready to get up yet? 
Just hit snooze.

QHK905WLH
Dimensions: 3 x 4.5 x 2
SRP: $40
This vintage Coca-
Cola bell alarm clock 
adds a retro feel to 
any space. On the 
dial, Arabic numerals 
clearly mark the hours 
and is equipped with 
a backlight so you can 
still read the time in 
low-light settings. Not 
ready to get up yet? 
Just hit snooze.

QXA922RRH
Dimensions: 14 x 14
SRP: $70
This collectible Coca-Cola 
wall clock adds a retro 
feel to any space. It has a 
classic round design with 
bold numbers in black 
that are easy to read. 
It has been made with 
superior craftsmanship 
that ensures years of                       
reliable timekeeping. 
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MODEL  SRP PG
QHE083SLH $25  14
QHE083WLH $25  14
QHE084KLH $25  14
QHE084SLH $25  14
QHE109GLH $75  18
QHE117SLH $40  14
QHE132SLH $50  14
QHE143ALH $70  15
QHE143JLH $70  15
QHE146GLH $27.50  15
QHE146SLH $27.50  15
QHE163SLH $125  18
QHG102GL $125  18
QHG106GLH $130  18
QHK023SLH $35 15
QHK031SLH $45  15
QHK051LLH $40  16
QHK051RLH $40  16
QHK905RLH $40  31
QHK905WLH $40  31
QHL062YLH $42.50  18
QHL068KLH $40  16
QHN006GLH $95  20
QHR020WLH $80  8
QHR131SLH $80  8
QHT011ALH $27.50  29
QXA014SLH* $45  4
QXA020SLH* $50  4
QXA041SLH* $60  4
QXA102BC $75  9
QXA129BLH $75  8
QXA137SLH $35  7
QXA314WLH $50  7
QXA330SLH $60  7
QXA417GLH* $45  5
QXA417SLH* $45  5
QXA435SLH $50  7
QXA469BLH $95  9
QXA520KLH $50  7 
QXA520WLH $50  7
QXA521JLH $60  8 
QXA521KLH $50  8
QXA522BLH $55  9
QXA538KLH $395  9

MODEL  SRP PG
QXJ012BLH $175  19 
QXJ030BLH $175  20
QXJ114BLH $285  20
QXM239SRH $550  27
QXM265BRH* $350  24
QXM275BRH $675  27
QXM289BRH* $285  24
QXM297BRH* $575  24
QXM333BRH* $400  25
QXM340BRH* $525  25
QXM350GRH* $350  25
QXM356BRH* $350  26
QXM357BRH* $225  26
QXM360BRH* $525  26
QXM362BRH $365  27
QXM366SRH $365  27
QXM367BLH $350  27
QXM368BRH $575  27
QXM370PRH* $225  26
QXM371BRH $365  28
QXM373BLH $285  28
QXM375SRH $195  28
QXM376BRH $525  28
QXM378BRH* $195  26
QXM379SRH $365  28
QXQ008BLH $285  21
QXQ013BLH $215  21
QXQ027KLH $235  22
QXQ029BLH $225  21
QXQ033BLH $225  21
QXQ034BLH $225  22
QXQ035BLH $225  22
QXW239BLH $185  23
QXW243BLH $195  23
QXW245BLH $185  23
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Index

MODEL  SRP PG
QXA563KLH* $100  4
QXA563SLH* $100  4
QXA597ALH $50  6
QXA598ALH* $85  5
QXA598BLH* $85  5
QXA612KLH $65  8
QXA616BLH* $60  4
QXA696KLH $95  6
QXA711SLH $60  6
QXA723ALH $100  6
QXA727KLH $60  6
QXA727SLH $60  6
QXA759BLH* $119 2
QXA759KLH* $119 2
QXA760GLH* $95 2
QXA760PLH* $95 2
QXA764KLH* $169 3
QXA765BLH* $80 3
QXA765WLH* $80 3
QXA922RRH $70  31
QXC111SLH $100  9
QXE026BLH $75  19
QXG150PLH* $90 17
QXG150SLH* $90 17
QXH004BLH $375  12
QXH008BLH* $350  10
QXH030BLH* $275  10
QXH039BLH* $275  10
QXH045BLH $325  12
QXH046BLH* $225  10
QXH057BLH* $225  10
QXH066BLH* $350  11
QXH067BLH $350  12
QXH068BLH* $185  11
QXH069BLH $350  12
QXH071BLH $350  12
QXH102BC $255  12
QXH107BLH $275  13
QXH110BLH $185  13 
QXH118BLH $295  13
QXH202BLH* $120  11 
QXH202ZLH* $120  11
QXJ004BLH $325  19 
QXJ008BLH $130  20 * n e w
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ANNIVERSARY CLOCK
A traditional type of mantel clock with 
a rotating pendulum encased in a glass 
dome. The name comes from mechanical 
movements, which needed winding once 
a year.

ASCENDING ALARM
An electronic alarm which starts off softly 
and gradually becomes louder in stages.

CARRIAGE CLOCK
A traditional type of mantel, desk or table 
clock characterized by having a handle 
on top. Originally a functional feature, the 
handle is now most often ornamental.

DUAL CHIME 
An electronic clock movement that can be 
set to select one of two chimes. These are 
most commonly Westminster/Whittington.

DUAL TIME FEATURE
Two different time zones are displayed 
on the clock dial. These dials can be a 
combination of two separate analog 
subdials or an analog digital subdial.

GET UP & GLOW
Through the process of electro-
luminescence, the dial or hands are 
illuminated at the touch of a button.

HIGH DEFINITION EL DIAL
An electro-luminescent dial with high 
resolution numerals.

LIGHT SENSOR
A device that automatically disengages 
all alarms and melodies when there is no 
available light. Light sensors are available 
in some mantel clocks and wall clocks with 
chimes or musical movements.

LUMINOUS HANDS AND MARKERS
Markers on dials or hands glow in the dark 
for a period of time.

NIGHTTIME CHIME SILENCER
A mechanism featured in a chime clock that 
automatically shuts off the chime at 11:00 
PM and resumes functioning at 6:00 AM

QUIET SWEEP SECOND HAND 
The second hand moves in one continuous 
motion and has the advantage of being 
extremely quiet while operating.

R - WAVE
A clock having a special movement capable 
of receiving a time signal transmitted by 
the National Institute of Standards. This 
radio signal enables the clock to keep time 
accurately up to one second in one million 
years and will automatically adjust the time 
according to either standard or daylight 
savings time.

REGULATOR
The pendulum of a clock, which originally 
served the function of “regulating” a 
mechanical time keeping mechanism, is 
now a popular ornamental feature.

SCHOOLHOUSE CLOCK 
A traditional style wall clock featuring 
a long rectangular wooden case with              
a pendulum.

SNOOZE ALARM
This alarm, once stopped, allows for three 
to five minutes additional sleep before the 
alarm resumes sounding.

STEP SECOND HAND 
Unique to quartz clocks, this “start-stop-
start” motion precisely measures time in 
one second intervals.

SWAROVSKI® CRYSTAL
Indicates genuine Swarovski                
Crystal components.

TAMBOUR 
This is a traditional style whose name is 
based upon its resemblance to a small 
drum-like tambourine.

Glossary

Service

WARRANTY
1 year limited warranty with proof of purchase from 
USA retailers

HOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY REPLACEMENT
To obtain a replacement clock under this warranty, please 
contact the Seiko Clock Customer Center by phone or email 
as follows:   

• 1-800-808-0338 
   Mon - Fri, between 6:00 am – 5:00 pm PST

• Clocks@seikoinstruments.com 
   We will provide instructions on how to proceed.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
For all inquiries regarding Clock order status, backorders, return 
authorizations and product information or to place special 
orders, check availability or request  instruction booklets, call: 
1.800.808.0338
 
Log on to www.seikoclocksusa.com to visit our specially designed 
online retail planner. 



21221 S. Western Ave, Ste 250
Torrance, CA 90501

Toll Free: 1-800-808-0338
Fax: 1-310-517-7708
Email: clocks@seikoinstruments.com

www.seikoclocksusa.com

www.facebook.com/Seiko-Clocks-USA

www.youtube.com (Search for Seiko Clocks USA)

www.instagram.com/seikoclocksusa/


